
10 January 2020, 20h00  
Anamateur @ "Beton7ArtRadio" show "Happens" 

Radio producer Lucas Dimitrellos, one of the true connoisceurs of jazz in Greece and an old 
acquaintance of Anamateur, invites him to his radio show "Happens". We suppose that the 
matters of discussion will include Anamateur's forthcoming première of "Dedicated to Joanna 
A.P." in "Booze Cooperativa", as well as the other musical plays he's preparing right now. The 
presence of a piano in the studio will surely help the purposes of the discussion! 

Address: http://beton7artradio.gr/player_page/player2.html  

 

5 February 2020, 22h00 
Anamateur @ "Music in 24 frames" National Radio of Greece 1 ('Proto Programma') show 

Radio producer Depy Vrettou invites Anamateur and interviews him about the forthcoming 
release of the audio album of "To Pirulita with love" and the première of its sequel, "Dedicated 
to Joanna A.P.", in "Booze" the day after. Tracks of the album will be heard, along with 
Anamateur's bizarre stories concerning the making of the two jazz plays... Stay tuned! 

Address: https://webradio.ert.gr/proto/ 

 

6 February 2020, 21h15 
"DEDICATED TO JOANNA A.P." @ "Booze Cooperativa" 

It's time for Anamateur's 4th jazz play to have its première! The sequel of "TO PIRULITA WITH 
LOVE", is presented... where else? In "Booze Cooperativa"! The formation of the band includes 
an all-star team of faithful Anamateur accomplices: Monique Kabasele (voc), Priamos Morakis 
(g), Dimitris Moudopoulos (tp), Periklis Trivolis (cb), Vassilis Panagiotopoulos (dr). The poster is 
done by João Pombeiro, the same brilliant Portuguese artist who did the "Pirulita" one. This is 
NOT to be missed! 

Address: 57 Kolokotroni str., 10560. Entrance: 8 euros. 

 

PRESS RELEASE: 

During post-memorandum SYRIZA's governing, Anamateur found for the first time in his life a muse who 
was also a lover: Joanna A.P., not to be confused with Joana A.D., alias "Pirulita". Joanna was not a (so-
called) radical left wing politician in Portugal, like Joana, but just one of the Greece-based moderate voters 
of Hillary Clinton (who hated equally Trump and Varoufakis). Joanna's dad was not a famous psychiatrist, 
like Joana's, but a subversive painter. Thanks to Joanna, Anamateur was taught something that Joana 
could never teach him: how to make his fantasy come true and become (at least for a 4-years period...) the 



rival of a billionaire! 

The sequel of "To Pirulita with love", the subversive 
performance that premiered exactly two years ago in "Booze 
Cooperativa", now "KOTES-XBOOZE", has its première in the 
same space the 6th of February. Now what Georgios 
Anamateros has possibly invented in order that his new play 
is not less subversive than the first one? His beloved Pros 
Priamos Morakis (g), Dimitris Moudopoulos (tp), Periklis 
Trivolis (cb) and Vassilis Panagiotopoulos aka Lucrezia di 
Manchione (dr) will follow him in his new adventure, as well 
as young and talented Monique Kabasele (voc). Among the 
originals that will be heard, Anamateur's hardcore fans will 
hum "Don't throw away my toothbrush", "Chaque fois que je 
suis en train de vous détester, ma belle, je lis un peu de 
Stendhal", "Let me introduce us to the Universe". 

DISCLAIMER: This story is fictitious and constitutes a political 
satire. The muse who inspired it is famous left wing politician in 
Portugal Joana Amaral Dias, to whom "To Pirulita with love" was 
also dedicated. Any other similarity to real people or events is purely coincidental. 

 

21 February 2020, 21h30 
Anamateur & the Pros' tribute to Fats Waller @ "Chez Michel" 

Anamateur, together with his beloved accomplices 
Priamos Morakis and Periklis Trivolis, continues presenting 
his tribute to one of his most beloved musical heroes, 
Thomas "Fats" Waller, the legendary jazz entertainer, this 
time at "Chez Michel". The repertoire will not include 
songs that Fats made famous through his inimitable 
performance (either as a befooling crooner or as a stride 
piano innovator and virtuoso). It will focus on the songs for 
which he wrote the music (Andy Razaf often writing the 
lyrics) and which do not include only the widely known 
"Ain't misbehavin'" and "Honeysuckle Rose", but many 
other unexplored treasures, with an often sarcastic view 
on social issues ("The spider and the fly", "Black and 
Blue"). This is a gig which is not only suitable for the fans 
of Waller and of the '30s swing, but also for the fans of 
Thelonious Monk and Sonny Rollins, these pioneers of 
modern jazz who never hid their admiration for Fats. 
 
Address: 15 Herodotou str., 10674, Athens; tel: (+30) 215 5510090. Free entrance. 



3 September 2020, 21h00 (EEST) 
"Dedicated to Joanna A.P." @ "Beton7 Art Radio" 

After the "Jazzet" and "Booze" avant-première and première respectively back in 2019-2020 
season, a new performance is finally envisaged for Anamateur's 4th jazz play — this time an 
internet radio one hosted by "Beton7 Art Radio". Anamateur's accomplices will be once more 
Monique Kabasele (voc), Priamos Morakis (g), Dimitris Moudopoulos (tp), Periklis Trivolis (cb) 
and Vassilis Panagiotopoulos (dr). Yiotis Paraskevaidis and Christos Brito will undertake the 
sound engineering. Acknowledgements: Lucas Dimitrellos, Beton7 Art Radio, Panos Tsigkos. 

Internet address: https://www.beton7artradio.gr/popup  

 

8 November 2020, 17h00 (EEST) 
"The Anti-'Greece 2021' Project" @ "Beton7 Art Radio" 

The 5 Nov. 2020 urgent general lockdown 
announcement due to COVID-19 by Prime 
Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis forces 
Anamateur to urgently knock down the 
whole mainstream (and the 
pseudoalternative) narrative of Greece as a 
sovereign country. Anamateur's Sunday 
the 8th November tribute to one of his big 
musical heroes, Thomas Fats Waller, is 
postponed and replaced by the avant-
première of his 5th (and more radical -- so 
far) musical, "The Anti-Greece 2021 
Project". While the project counts with the 
participation of dearest accomplices 
Aggeliki Panagiotopoulou (voc), Georgios 
Kostopoulos (cb) and Vassilis 
Panagiotopoulos aka Lucretia di Manchione (dr), we will have the chance to assist to a unique 
Anamateur solo performance. 

Artwork (in process): Nikolaos Kabasele. 

Special thanks: Lucas Dimitrellos, Beton7 Art Radio 

Internet address: https://www.beton7artradio.gr/popup  


